18th October

ACROSS
1) Active sorts
6) Fall preceeder?
10) The backup one is B
14) Come after
15) "I ___ a dream ..."
16) Change in Rome, once
17) Made to wait
20) Principle
21) Pill relative
22) Not he
24) Chris of the Miami Heat
27) Sierra ___ (African country)
28) Kismet
31) Place for books
33) Become man and wife
34) Everyday expressions
36) Basketball stadium
38) Certain Hall-of-Fame location
41) Bridge declaration
42) Bar seats
45) Blood classification syst.
48) More exact
50) Cartoon Fudd
51) Corsican hero
53) Nose-in-air type
55) "East" on a grandfather clock
56) Going up in flames
58) Pun reaction
61) Made bacon and grits
66) Polish, as one's skills
67) Drive or reverse, e.g.
68) Proportion
69) Ga. Tech, grad. perhaps
70) Birds' outputs
71) "Looks ___ everything"

DOWN
1) 12 of 12, briefly
2) Lennon's wife
3) Arcane
4) Hard-and-fast thing
5) "As ___ on TV!"
6) Vacation souvenirs
7) Competed in a race
8) "___ Maria"
9) Analyze
10) USNA newcomer
11) Remain inconspicuous
12) Actress Dahl
13) Like some Russian dolls
18) Coming-out girl, briefly
19) Music sheet mark
22) Alpine runner?
23) Gave birth to
25) Use a whetstone on
26) Terrycloth term
29) Kind of point
30) Write off gradually
32) Permits
35) Boot jingler
37) "Over the hill" in the military
39) Big birds that cannot fly
40) Name for office
43) Hilo souvenir
44) ___ Lanka
45) Cochise or Geronimo
46) Big monkey
47) Alternative to black or green
49) Kenny or Roy
52) Shaq was one
54) Foundation item
57) Advantage
59) Southern soup ingredient
60) Off in the distance
62) Request over and over
63) Kind of doll
64) Confessional subject
65) New talker and walker
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